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Let G be a simple undirected n-vertex graph with the charac-
teristic polynomial of its Laplacian matrix L(G), det(λI − L(G)) =∑n
k=0(−1)kckλn−k . It is well known that for trees the Laplacian
coefﬁcient cn−2 is equal to the Wiener index of G, while cn−3 is
equal to the modiﬁed hyper-Wiener index of graph. Using a result
of Zhou and Gutman on the relation between the Laplacian coef-
ﬁcients and the matching numbers in subdivided bipartite graphs,
we characterize the trees with k leaves (pendent vertices) which
simultaneously minimize all Laplacian coefﬁcients. In particular,
this extremal balanced starlike tree S(n, k) minimizes the Wiener
index, the modiﬁed hyper-Wiener index and recently introduced
Laplacian-like energy. We prove that graph S(n, n − 1 − p) has
minimal Laplacian coefﬁcients amongn-vertex treeswithp vertices
of degree two. In conclusion, we illustrate on examples of these
spectrum-based invariants that the opposite problem of simulta-
neously maximizing all Laplacian coefﬁcients has no solution, and
pose a conjecture on extremal unicyclic graphs with k leaves.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
LetG = (V , E)bea simpleundirectedgraphwithn = |V |vertices. TheLaplacianpolynomialP(G, λ)
of G is the characteristic polynomial of its Laplacian matrix L(G) = D(G) − A(G),
P(G, λ) = det(λIn − L(G)) =
n∑
k=0
(−1)kckλn−k.
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The Laplacianmatrix L(G)has non-negative eigenvalues nμ1 μ2  · · ·μn−1 μn = 0 [1]. From
Viette’s formulas, ck = σk(μ1,μ2, . . . ,μn−1) is a symmetric polynomial of order n − 1. In particular,
c0 = 1, c1 = 2n, cn = 0 and cn−1 = nτ(G), where τ(G) denotes the number of spanning trees of G. If
G is a tree, coefﬁcient cn−2 is equal to its Wiener index, which is a sum of distances between all pairs
of vertices.
cn−2(T) = W(T) =
∑
u,v∈V
d(u, v),
while cn−3 is its modiﬁed hyper-Wiener index, introduced by Gutman in [7]. The Wiener index is
considered as one of the most used topological indices with high correlation with many physical and
chemicalpropertiesofmolecular compounds. Thehugemajorityof chemical applicationsof theWiener
index deal with acyclic organic molecules. For recent results and applications of Wiener index see
[3,22]. It was demonstrated in [8] thatmodiﬁed hyper-Wiener indexWWW(T) has certain advantages
over the original hyper-Wiener index.
Let mk(G) be the number of matchings of G containing exactly k independent edges. A vertex v is
matched if it is incident to an edge in thematching; otherwise the vertex is unmatched. The subdivision
graph S(G) ofG is obtained by inserting a newvertex of degree twoon each edge ofG. Zhou andGutman
[28] proved that for every acyclic graph T with n vertices
ck(T) = mk(S(T)), 0 k n. (1)
The Laplacian-like energy of graph G, LEL for short, is deﬁned as follows:
LEL(G) =
n−1∑
k=1
√
μk.
This concept was introduced in [16], where it was shown that it has similar features as molecular
graph energy, deﬁned by Gutman [4] (for recent survey on molecular graph energy see [6]). In [21] it
was shown that LEL describes well the properties which are accounted by the majority of molecular
descriptors. In a set of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, LEL was proved to be as good as the Randic´
χ index and better than the Wiener index.
Stevanovic´ in [19] proved a connection between LEL and Laplacian coefﬁcients.
Theorem 1. Let G and H be two n-vertex graphs. If ck(G) ck(H) for k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 then LEL(G)
LEL(H). Furthermore, if a strict inequality ck(G) < ck(H) holds for some 1 k n − 1, then LEL(G) <
LEL(H).
Recently, in [13] the authors corrected the original proof of Theorem 1, and provided a necessary
condition for function F(μ1,μ1, . . . ,μn) to support a partial ordering based on Laplacian coefﬁcients.
The signless Laplacian matrix of the graph G is deﬁned as Q(G) = D(G) + A(G). Matrix Q(G) also
has all real and non-negative eigenvalues μ′1 μ′2  · · ·μ′n  0 (see [2] for more details). Gutman
and al. [9,14] recently introduced the incidence energy IE(G) of a graph G, deﬁning it as the sum of the
singular values of the incidence matrix. It turns out that
IE(G) =
n∑
k=1
√
μ′i.
In particular, if G is a bipartite graph, the spectra of Q(G) and L(G) coincide, and we have IE(G) =
LEL(G). In [10] the authors pointed out some further relations for IE and LEL, and established several
lower and upper bounds for IE, including those that pertain to the line graph of G.
Let Pn be the path with n vertices. A leaf or pendent vertex is a vertex of degree one. A branching
vertex is a vertex of degree greater than two. The distance d(u, v) between two vertices u and v in a
connected graph G is the length of a shortest path between them. The eccentricity ε(v) of a vertex v is
the maximum distance from v to any other vertex. Vertices of minimum eccentricity form the center
(see [3]), and a tree T has exactly one or two adjacent center vertices.
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Deﬁnition 2. The balanced starlike tree S(n,m), 3m n − 1, is a tree of order nwith just one center
vertex v, and each of them branches of T at v is a path of length (n − 1)/m or (n − 1)/m	.
Deﬁnition 3. The dumbbellD(n, a, b) consists of the path Pn−a−b togetherwith a independent vertices
adjacent to one leaf of Pn−a−b and b independent vertices adjacent to the other leaf.
Motivated by the results in [23,24,27] concerning theminimal graph energy of trees with k leaves, our
goal here is to characterize the trees with given number of leaves which simultaneously minimize all
Laplacian coefﬁcients, and consecutively Laplacian-like energy. In [3] the following result is proven for
Wiener index.
Theorem 4. If T is a tree of order n with k leaves, 2 k n, then
W(S(n, k))W(T)W(D (n, k/2 , k/2	)).
The lower bound is realized if and only if T ∼= S(n, k) and the upper bound is attained if and only if
T ∼= D(n, k/2, k/2	).
We generalize this result and prove that S(n, k)minimizes all Laplacian coefﬁcients among trees of
order nwith k leaves. The maximal spectral radius of adjacency matrix is obtained uniquely at S(n, k)
[25]. Motivated by a recent work of Lin and Guo from [15], we also characterize the trees withminimal
Laplacian coefﬁcients of trees with a given number of vertices of degree two. We also determine the
n-vertex trees with the second-minimum and the second-maximum Laplacian coefﬁcients. Based on
computer analysis of unicyclic graphs on  20 vertices, we conjecture that a graph obtained from
S(n − 2, k) by attaching a triangle to the branching vertex has minimal Laplacian coefﬁcients among
n-vertex unicyclic graphs with k leaves.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce δ transformation of trees, such that
all Laplacian coefﬁcients are monotone under this transformations. In Section 3, we prove that the
balanced starlike tree S(n, k) minimizes all Laplacian coefﬁcients among n-vertex trees with k leaves.
In particular, S(n, k)minimizes theWiener index, themodiﬁed hyper-Wiener index and Laplacian-like
energy in this class of trees. In Section4,weprove that balanced starlike tree S(n, n − 1 − p)minimizes
all Laplacian coefﬁcients in class of n-vertex trees with p vertices of degree two. Finally, in Section 5
we illustrate on examples with the Wiener index, the modiﬁed hyper-Wiener index and LEL that the
opposite problem of simultaneously maximizing all Laplacian coefﬁcients has no solution. We close
by posing a conjecture about extremal unicyclic graphs with n vertices and k leaves.
2. Transformations
The union G = G1 ∪ G2 of graphs G1 and G2 with disjoint vertex sets V1 and V2 and edge sets E1 and
E2 is the graph G = (V , E)with V = V1 ∪ V2 and E = E1 ∪ E2. If G is a union of two paths of lengths a
and b, then G is disconnected and has a + b vertices and a + b − 2 edges. Letmk(a, b) be the number
of k-matchings in G = Pa ∪ Pb.
Lemma 5 [12]. Let mk(a, b) be the number of k-matchings in G = Pa ∪ Pb and let n = 4s + r with
0 r  3. Then the following inequality holds
mk(n, 0)mk(n − 2, 2)mk(n − 4, 4) · · ·mk(2s + r, 2s).
Theorem 6. Let v be a vertex of non-trivial connected graph G. Let G(p, q) denote the graph obtained from
G by adding pendent paths P = vv1v2 · · · vp and Q = vu1u2 · · · uq, at vertex v. Assume that both numbers
p and q are even. If p − 2 q + 2 4, then for every k we have
mk(G(p, q))mk(G(p − 2, q + 2)).
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Fig. 1. δ transformation on vertex v.
Proof. Assume that the vertex v is unmatched in the graph G. In this case we will establish a bijection
between the set of k-matchings in G(p, q) and the set of k-matchings in G(p − 2, q + 2). Consider the
union of the paths P and Q , which gives one long path R with p + q vertices in both graphs. We can
simply construct the corresponding matching by taking identical edges in R as induced subgraph.
Otherwise, vertex v belongs to some edge of a matching in G. This edge partitions G(p, q) and
G(p − 2, q + 2), such that two connected components are pendent paths of lengths p, q and p −
2, q + 2, respectively. The remaining connected components of graphs G(p, q) and G(p − 2, q + 2)
are isomorphic. Applying Lemma 5, we get the inequality mk(G(p, q))mk(G(p − 2, q + 2)), since p
and q are even numbers. 
We introduce the following graph transformation, based on σ -transformation in [17,20].
Deﬁnition 7. Let v be a vertex of a tree T of degree m + 1. Suppose that P1, P2, . . . , Pm are pendent
paths incident with v, with lengths ni  1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Let w be the neighbor of v distinct from
the starting vertices of paths v1, v2, . . . , vm, respectively. We form a tree T
′ = δ(T , v) by removing the
edges vv1, vv2, . . . , vvm−1 from T and addingm − 1 new edgeswv1,wv2, . . . ,wvm−1 incident withw.
We say that T ′ is a δ-transform of T .
This transformation preserves the number of leaves in a tree T .
Theorem 8. Let T be an arbitrary tree, rooted at the center vertex. Let vertex v be on the deepest level of tree
T among all branching vertices with degree at least three. Then for the δ-transformation tree T ′ = δ(T , v)
and 0 k n holds
ck(T) ck(T ′). (2)
Proof. Coefﬁcients c0, c1, cn−1 and cn are constant for all trees on n vertices, as stated before. Therefore,
we canassume that 2 k n − 2. LetG be thepart of trees T and T ′, that is obtainedbydeletingvertices
from the paths P1, P2, . . . , Pm (see Fig. 1).
Let u, u1, u2, . . . , um be the subdivision vertices of the edges vw, vv1, vv1, . . . , vvm, respectively. We
will construct an injection from the setM′ of k-matchings of of tree S(T ′) into the setMof k-matchings
of tree S(T). Let us divide the set of k-matchings of the subdivision graph S(T ′) in two disjoint subsets
M′1 andM′2. The setM′1 contains k-matchings with no edges from the set {wu1,wu2, . . . ,wum−1},
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while thesetM′2 containsall otherk-matchings fromS(T). Analogously, divide thesetofk-matchingsof
the subdivision graph S(T) in two disjoint subsetsM1 andM2. The setM1 contains k-matchingswith
noedges fromthe set {vu1, vu2, . . . , vum−1},while the setM2 contains all otherk-matchings from S(T).
Notice that one can take at most one edge in the k-matching from the set {wu1,wu2, . . . ,wum} in
S(T ′) and analogously at most one edge from the set {vu1, vu2, . . . , vum} in S(T). There is an obvious
bijection from the setM′1 to the setM1, by taking the same k-matching, since the decomposed graphs
are isomorphic.
Assume now that we have k-matchingM′ ∈M′2 that contains the edge wui, for 1 im − 1. We
will construct a correspondingmatchingM ∈M2, such that vui ∈ M. The subdivision graph of tree T ′
is decomposed in the following parts
P2n1 , P2n2 , . . . , P2ni−1, . . . , P2nm−1 , P2nm+2, S(G) \ w
while, the subdivision graph of T is decomposed in the following parts
P2n1 , P2n2 , . . . , P2ni−1, . . . , P2nm−1 , P2nm , S(G) ∪ uw
We conclude that all connected components, except the last two, are identical. Therefore, we have
the trivial bijection within each of these components. If vu ∈ M′, then we put the edge wu to be in
M. After taking these edges in (k − 1)-matchings, we have the same components in both graphs, and
again a trivial bijection. Now, we have reduced the problem to the following one: the number of k-
matchings in the union S(G) ∪ P2nm is greater than or equal to the number of k-matchings in the graph
(S(G) \ w) ∪ P2nm+1.
Consider the longest path in graph S(G) that starts from the vertexw and ends in some leaf in S(G).
Let this path be wy1x1y2x2 . . . ypxp, where y1, y2, . . . , yp are the subdivision vertices of degree two.
From the assumption, this path is longer than the path P2nm , or equivalently 2p 2nm.
If the edge umvm does not belong to M
′, then we can construct a corresponding matching M by
taking the same edges as those inM′. This way we do not take any of the edges adjacent to w in graph
S(G), in the matching M. If we use some of these "extra" edges, different from wy1, we will get the
strict inequality in (2)-because there are more matchings in S(T) than in S(T ′).
Therefore, assume that the edge umvm belongs toM
′. Now,we take the edgewy1 to be inM.Wehave
to consider two different cases concerning the edge y1x1. If y1x1 ∈ M′, then we can take the same set
of edges inM, like in previous case. Otherwise, the edge y1x1 belongs toM
′ and thenwe set vmu′m ∈ M,
where u′m is the subdivision vertex of the ﬁrst edge in P2nm .
Using this algorithm, we get a problem with the smaller dimensions. Since p nm, we will reach
the state with graphs S(G′) ∪ P2 and (S(G′) \ xi) ∪ P3, where the root vertex of S(G′) is xi. If the ﬁrst
edge from P3 belongs to the matching M
′, then set xiyi+1 ∈ M. If yi+1xi+1 does not belong to M′, we
have an injection; otherwise yi+1xi+1 ∈ M′ and we take the only edge from P2 inM. Now, it is obvious
that the number of k-matchings in the graph S(G′) \ {xi, yi+1} is greater than or equal to the number
of k-matchings in S(G′) \ {xi, yi+1, xi+1}.
This completes the inductive proof of ck(T) ck(T ′). 
3. Trees with ﬁxed number of leaves
In this section we consider the trees on n vertices with exactly k leaves. For k = 2, the path Pn is
the unique tree with two leaves, and for k = n − 1, the star Sn is the unique tree with n − 1 leaves.
Therefore, we can assume that 3 k n − 2.
Theorem 9. Among trees on n vertices and 2 k n − 1 leaves, the balanced starlike tree S(n, k) has
minimal Laplacian coefﬁcient ci, for every i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Let T bea rootedn-vertex treewith k leaves. The δ-transformation strictlydecreases thenumber
of branching vertices and does not change the number of leaves. If there are multiple vertices with
degree greater than two, such that there are only pendent paths attached below them –we choose the
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one furthest fromthecentervertexof the treeandapplyδ transformation. Thisway theLaplaciancoefﬁ-
cients do not increase. By repetitive application of δ-transformation,we obtain the treewhich contains
one branch vertex v with pendents path attached to it. Now, we can apply Theorem 6 in order to get
balanced starlike tree S(n, k). After applying transformationdeﬁned inTheorem6at the longest and the
shortest path attached at v, the Laplacian coefﬁcients do not increasewhile the attached paths become
morebalanced. Thismeans thatS(n, k) is theextremal tree thatminimizesall Laplaciancoefﬁcients. 
If there are at least twobranchingvertices in tree T , for some index2 k n − 2 the strict inequality
ck(T) > ck(T
′) holds in Theorem 8. Since no starlike trees are Laplacian cospectral [18], we have the
following
Corollary 10. Among trees on n vertices with k leaves, S(n, k) is a unique tree that has minimal Laplacian-
like energy.
It is proven in [17,28] that for arbitrary tree T  Pn, Sn holds
ck(Pn) > ck(T) > ck(Sn),
for all 2 k n − 2.
We can reﬁne the above relation using Theorem 6, and further support the ordering of trees based
on the Laplacian coefﬁcients [26],
ck(Sn) = ck(S(n, n − 1)) ck(S(n, n − 2)) · · · ck(S(n, 3)) ck(S(n, n − 2)) = ck(Pn),
for every k = 0, 1, . . . n. It follows that S(n, n − 1) has the second-minimum Laplacian coefﬁcients
among trees on n vertices.
4. Trees with given number of vertices of degree two
Let T be a tree on n vertices with 0 p n − 2 vertices of degree two (p is less than or equal to
n − 2 since every tree contains at least two leaves).
Consider δ-transformed tree T ′ = δ(T , v), using the same notation as in Deﬁnition 7. The vertex
v has degree greater than two, while the vertex w has degree greater than or equal to two. Among
vertices on the pendent paths of T , there are exactly
S = (n1 − 1) + (n2 − 1) + · · · + (nm − 1) =
m∑
i=1
ni − m
vertices of degree two. If w has degree two in T , then after transformation vertex v will have degree
two, and the number of vertices of degree two in T ′ remains the same as in T .
Otherwise, assume that deg(w) > 2. We can apply one transformation from Theorem 6, and get
new tree T
′′
with m + 1 pendent paths attached at vertex w with lengths n1, n2, . . . , nm, 1. This way
we decrease simultaneously all Laplacian coefﬁcients, while the number of vertices with degree two
in trees T and T
′′
are the same.
By repetitive application of these transformations, we obtain a starlike tree. Now, we can again
apply Theorem 6 in order to get balanced starlike tree S(n, n − 1 − p). This proves the following
Theorem 11. Among trees on n vertices and 0 p n − 2 vertices of degree two, the balanced starlike
tree S(n, n − 1 − p) has minimal Laplacian coefﬁcient ci, for every i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Analogously from Theorem 1, we have
Corollary 12. Among trees on n vertices with p vertices of degree two, S(n, n − 1 − p) is a unique tree
that has minimal Laplacian-like energy.
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5. Concluding remarks
Weproved that S(n, k) is the unique graph thatminimizes all Laplacian coefﬁcients simultaneously
among graphs on n vertices with given number of leaves k. Naturally, one wants to solve the opposite
problemanddescriben-vertexgraphswithﬁxednumberof leaveswithmaximal Laplaciancoefﬁcients.
For k = n − 2, we have double star graphs T(p, q) obtained by joining an edge between two centers
of Sp and Sq with p + q + 2 = n. From [26] it follows that the tree T
(⌊
n
2
⌋
− 1,
⌈
n
2
⌉
− 1
)
hasmaximum
Laplacian coefﬁcients among trees onn vertices and n − 2 leaves. For k = 3,wehave treeswith exactly
one branching node and three pendent paths attached to it. Using Theorem8,we conclude that the tree
T(n − 3, 1, 1) with path lengths n − 3, 1 and 1 has maximal Laplacian coefﬁcients among trees on n
vertices and three leaves. It follows that T(n − 3, 1, 1) has the second-maximumLaplacian coefﬁcients
among n-vertex trees.
We have checked all trees up to 24 vertices and classiﬁed them based on the number of leaves.
For every triple (n, k, i) we found extremal graphs with n vertices and ﬁxed number of leaves k that
maximize coefﬁcient ci. Also, we have found the extremal n-vertex trees with k leaves that maximize
Laplacian-like energy. The result is obvious: treeswhichmaximize theWiener index are different from
those which maximize the modiﬁed hyper-Wiener index. The trees that maximizeWiener index with
given number of leaves are characterized by Theorem 4.
The following three graphs on the Fig. 2 are extremal for n = 18 vertices with k = 12 leaves; the
ﬁrst graph is the unique tree which maximizes Wiener index with c16 = 599, the second one is also
the unique tree which maximizes hyper-Wiener index with c15 = 6624, and the third is the unique
tree which maximizes Laplacian-like energy with LEL = 21.401179.
Another natural generalization are unicyclic graphs [11]. We checked all unicyclic graph on  20
vertices and ﬁxed number of leaves and observe the following.
Conjecture 13. Amongunicyclic n-vertex graphs, the graph S′(n, k)obtained fromS(n − 2, k)byattaching
a triangle at the branching vertex (see Fig. 3) has minimal Laplacian coefﬁcients ck , k = 0, 1, . . . , n.
The extremal graph is predictable, because the graph obtained from a star Sn with an additional
edge between twoof its leaves, hasminimal Laplacian coefﬁcients amongunicyclic graph on n vertices.
Fig. 2. Graphs with n = 18 and k = 12 that maximize c16, c15 and LEL.
Fig. 3. Extremal unicyclic graph S′(17, 4).
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The graph S′(n, k) is not bipartite and therefore, one needs combinatorial interpretation of Laplacian
coefﬁcients from Kelman’s theorem [1] and approach similar as in [20] to prove this conjecture:
(i) transform pendent trees attached to the vertices of a cycle into balanced starlike trees;
(ii) shrink thecycleuntil it becomesa triangle,whilekeepingonlypendentpathsattached tovertices
of a cycle;
(iii) reorganize pendent paths on one vertex of the triangle to achieve the extremal graph S(n, k).
Step (ii) seems difﬁcult at present time and we leave it for future study.
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